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. DETERMINATION OF THE PREDOMINANCE OF VARIOUS EXPECTATIONS
PA1TERNS IN COMODITY FUTURES AND SPOT MARKETS

I. Introduction 

Most empirical models of storable commodities skirt issues of specifying

internally consistent dynamic representations for intertemporal markets.

Gardner, in an excellent treatment of public and private stocks, argues that

the demand function for stocks ". . . cannot (to the author's knowledge) be

derived analytically even under simple specifications of other equations."

Subotnik and !buck model the determination of one-quarter ahead futures prices

within the same model that produces current quarter spot prices. Their formu-

lation excludes altogether any consideration of expectations; future prices in

their model are determined exclusively on the basis of current period supply-

demand conditions. Both of these models and numerous other models that have

been advanced in the literature are based on Working's "theory of storage."

This framework provides a simple specification of intertemporal price spreads

based upon current stocks.

In a dynamic world of uncertainty, however, the Working formulation is in

essence a self-contained but static theory of intertemporal price relation-

ships. The conceptual inconsistency in Working's hypothesis was demonstrated

first by Weymar who used the Kith rational expectation hypothesis to show that

the spread between future prices for two different dates of delivery should

depend upon expected stocks rather than stocks already in existence. In con-

trast, Working has stated that 'it is only supplies already in existence which

have any significant bearing . . . on current intertemporal price relation-

ships. . . ." Only a static theory would support such a statement.
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Available empirical evidence on the relevance of the Working static frame-

work versus an internally consistent rational expectation formulation is

indeed unclear. Nevertheless, some studies (e.g., Pearson and Houck) have

found that information concerning future supply-demand conditions and future

expected stock levels do influence current period spot prices. Hence, models

which failed to properly conceptualize and measure this influence are expected

to generate inferior forecasts. In other words, if tractable dynamic represen-

tations of these influences can be captured, it is expected that their fore-

casting accuracy will dominate models that are currently available in the

literature.

CTThe focus of this paper is on dynamic representations of intertemporal
markets for storable commodities. Our purpose is to develop a general theo-

retical framework that will allow us to determine estimatable dynamic equa-

tions which can be used to distinguish between various static and dynamic

representations which are imparted by alternative conditional expectation 

formation patterns. Much of dynamic economic modeling suffers from the lack

of sufficiently rich data sets to discriminate across alternative expectation

formation patterns. Generally, economists impose the expectatidn formation

pattern as part of their maintained hypothesis. However, given the rich data

sets that are available for both spot and future commodity markets, this is

perhaps the most likely area of application where real empirical progress can

be made in discriminating across expectation formation patterns.

Another motivation for the structure of the theoretical model advanced in

this paper relates to the notion of "rationally" expected prices. In the

original formulation of rational expectations by Muth and its subsequent use

by economists, rationality has been defined only in terms of benefits. That



is, the cost of collecting information to formulate rationally expected prices

has been neglected. It can be shown theoretically that, for some economic en-

vironments, naive expectations are, in fact, rational. This apparent paradox

results from the failure Of rational expectations as defined in the economic

literature to incorporate the costs of collecting information on critical ran-

dom variables.

The theoretical model developed in this paper for storable commodities

presumes active futures and spot markets. Uncertainty, risk aversion, and

basis risk are formally incorporated in the model representation. Numerous

authors have dealt with risk aversion and uncertainty in future and spot mar-

ket prices but most all authors neglect basis risk and production uncertainty

(e.g., Turnovsky, Sarris, Feder, et al.). As usual, speculators are presumed

to transact only in the futures market while hedgers are assumed to transact

in both the futures and spot markets.

For the above model, dynamic representations of both the futures and spot

prices are derived. Each of these representations is based on expected spot

prices for period t conditional on information available at t - 1. Six dif-

ferent formulations of the conditional expectations can be invesfigated by the

formulations. The six expectation-formation patterns are:

1. Rational expectations

2. Adaptive expectations

3. Naive expectations

4. Future market prices

5. Normal expectations

6. Various convex combinations of 1-5.



For each expectation formulation, the price dynamics for both the futures and

spot markets are compared and contrasted. An econometric test is developed to

discriminate among these formations.

II. The Nicroeconomic Framework 

In terms of individual agents, the behavior of four separate trading

groups are identified and investigated in this section: producer/hedger,

storer/hedger, forward-contracting hedger, and speculator. Some of these

groups are involved in both the current spot and future markets, some in fu-

ture markets, and some in future markets and forward-contracting markets for

export or processed goods. Behavior of other groups is summarized by the

spot-market demand and forward-contracting demand for export or processed

goods. Interaction of these demands with the behavior of the four explicit

groups then gives rise to three markets for which equilibrium conditions must

be satisfied:

1. The futures market

2. The spot market

3. The forward-contracting market.

Individuals are assumed not to migrate among groups as perceived short-run

profitability changes due to asset fixities associated with all groups except

speculators. Each decision-maker explicitly included in the model faces a

two-stage decision problem in which, first, any spot-market plans for time

period t and futures market positions with delivery date t are decided in time

period t 1 and, second, at time period t any futures position with delivery

date t can be closed out or not depending on spot and futures prices at the
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delivery date. The first-stage decision is assumed to maximize expected util-

ity of income. In each case expected utility is approximated locally by a

linear mean-variance relationship following the arguments of Just and Zilber-

man. The second-stage decision simply maximizes income since all random ele-

ments become known at time t. The consideration of the latter decision is not

usually found in papers of this nature and suggests distinctly different re-

sults as shown below. The reason for the difference is that if basis risk is

small relative to overall price risk, then the risk faced by the decision-maker

can be made relatively inconsequential if actual delivery/acceptance on the

futures market is considered as an alternative at contract termination. That

is, some profit or loss can be locked in at the initial decision stage (except

for speculators) so the decision-maker only faces the smaller risk related to

the basis at contract termination. The existance of a certain outcome in

portfolio selection models has been shown in the finance literature to

distinctly alter the role of risky alternatives.

For notational purposes, let

Pt

Pt

Pt

= spot-market price at time t

= forward contracting price at time t - 1 for delivery at time t

(this may be a raw product equivalent price for a processed com-

modity or a price at which the commodity will be exported)

= futures price at time t - 1 for contracts with maturity at time t

-fpi = futures price at time t for contracts with maturity at time t

pti = spot-market price for time t expected by decision-maker i at time

t 1 except in the case of speculators where pti is the decision-

maker's expectation for pt.



fti = futures market 
position taken at time t - 1 in contracts with

maturity at time t (positive for sales, negative for purchases)

fti = futures market 
transactions at time t in contracts with maturity

at time t (negative for sales, positive for purchases)

Ui = variance of pti with respect to pt, i.e., Et_i (pti - pt)
2 where

Et-1 is the expectation 
operator at time t - 1 except in the

-f 2
case of speculators where ai = Et-l(Pti

= absolute risk aversion of decision-maker i

Q . = production planned by producer i at time t - 1 for time t

= inventory held by storer i out of supply at time t - 1 for re-

lease at time t

= raw product quantity required by processor/exporter i at time t

to honor commitments made at time t - 1.

The Producer/Hedger.--Consider first the case of a producer/hedger i who

uses the futures market to hedge against price declines during the production

period. Suppose his cost of production is quadratic and given by a01ti 
+

(1/2)ali The associated utility of income is

Ui(rr i) = UiEPt(Qti eti fti fti) aoi Qti Pt fti - ftil11

where eti is a random disturbance in production unknown at time t - 1 but known

at time t, Et-1(et) = 0. 
Also, consistent with competition, producers are as-

sumed not to perceive the effect of their own production on price or correla-

tion of their production with price, Et_1(pt eti) = 0. Suppose also that, due

to basis risk,



(1)
_f
pt - pt N(O, 2a)

where ER74 - pi eti] = 0 and a > 0. Then the producer has a two-stage

decision problem where at .time t - 1 he chooses expected production Qti and an

initial futures market position fti. At time t he then decides how much of his

futures position to close out.

Using the optimality principle of dynamic programming the problem can

first be solved at the second stage given the first stage decisions and then

at the first stage after substituting second-stage decision functions. At the

second stage (time 0, all random forces become known so the problem is one of

certainty or simple profit maximization where profit is

(2)

where

(4)

IT .= IT + tar .ti ti ti

,f 
nti = P ( e 

.4. 
ti a0iQti 2ali kit 'ti

-f

Since nis completely determined at time t, the decision problem is to

maximize Anti 
subject to 0 < f < f assuming f 

i 
2:0; the solution is

(5)

-f

ti if Pt > Pt
-f

0 
if Pt

Next, substituting (5) into (4) and using (1) to take expectations obtains

(6)
E-1 

(An .) = a*f .t ti
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(7)

where

V .) = ca ftit-1

a* = /17
w 2

c = 1 -
11 9

and Vi is the variance operator at time t - 1 (see Patel and Read for

moments of the half normal distribution which support these results). Thus,

using (2)44) and approximating expected utility at time t - 1 with a

mean-variance function obtains

EU . = Et1 [U. Pti(Qti fti) a0i- 

i
[aiNti fti)

1 A2
- .2 ali xt. + p + a*) f •t

2 - 2
(ai Pti) Vt-1 (et) ca

First-order conditions for expected utility maximization yield

(8)

(9)

ti a . + . .
01 (1) ti 

c
a
•

- 4) a f . 
ti i. 

li + ai tia . + 4). a.
11 1 1

Pt Pti a* + i ai Qti 

where au ==i
= 

+ a.), and '1. represents random

variation in production costs from time to time which are anticipated at pro-

duction planning time, E(ia ) = i) = 0. 
Second-order conditions for at 
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maximum can be shown to hold if ali 
> 0 and (1)..> 0, i.e., if the production

cost curve is upward bending and the decision-maker is risk averse.

The Store/Hedger.--Consider next the case of a storer of the commodity who

also has the option Of hedging against price declines during the period of

storage. Suppose his cost of storage is quadratic and is given by BoiIt_i,i +

(1/2) The associated utility of income is

(10)
IWO

. )[p (I . - f .ti t t-1,1 ti fti) - Pt-1 It-1,i - 130i It-1,i

i n 2 f -f
f2 + Pt ti Pt fti. 1 *

Considering this case as a two-stage decision problem as for the producer

case, the storer decides at time t how much of his futures position to close
-f

out after observing pt and pt and given initial decisions It_Li and

fti.• Representing profitS as in (2) where

1 2 f c= P (It-1 fti) - Pt-lit-1,i - i't-1,i - r 1i ' 
T
t-1,i t 'ti

and Anti is given by (4) makes this second-stage problem mathematically

equivalent to the producer case so that close out decisions follow (5) and the

mean and variance of Anti follow (6) and (7).

Substituting this decision function in (10) and approximating expected

utility at time t - 1 with a mean-variance function obtains

EUti Et-1(Ui(uti)3 Pti( t-1,i fti) - Pt-1 t-1,i It-1,i

1 2 4)i r 2 - 2
+ (pt a*) fti   + ca fti •
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First-order conditions for expected utility maximization yield

(11) Pti - Pt-1 - 130i 4. (1)i. ai fti Pti - Pt-1 - (1)i. al fti a
+ EIt-12i a . + 4). a.- 11 a 4). a.li ti

(12) Pt Pti a* ai 

h(ai + ca)

where 00i + = ZIL/Can. + ai), and 4i represents random

changes in storage costs from time to time which are anticipated at the time of

storage decisions, EC
i
O ) = ) = 0. Second-order conditions can be shownt ti

to hold if ali > o and (1)i. > 0, i.e., the storage cost curve is upward bending

and the storer is risk averse.

The Exporter-Processor/Hedger.--A third distinctly different group of

decision-makers is the one that forward contracts a delivery of commodity

possibly in processed form and then uses the futures market to hedge against

price increases before the commodity is actually purchased to prepare for con7

tracted delivery. Suppose the cost of processing is quadratic and given by

YOi X (1/2) yli Xt_10.. Alternatively, these costs can represent an

effect on revenue due to quadratic demand for the product or a loss rate in-

curred in handling. The utility of income is

uLLpc x . n1
(IT ti) u[

t t- 
(X 

fti Iti) pf fti lbi

1 y2 -f

2 Yli ti.i - Pi fti]

(recall fti < 0 for purchases and ti < 0 for sales).
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Considering a two-stage decision problem as in previous cases, the

exporter-processor decides at time t how much of his futures position to close

out after observing pi and pi given initial decisions Xt..1,i and

ftr Representing profit as in (2) where

t- 1,i Pt(xt-Li fti) fti - •
1 . X2 .t- 2 11 t-1,1

and Awti is given by (4), the second-stage problem becomes one of maximizing

tarti subject to fti < < 0 assuming fti < 0; the solution is

(13)

f „if Pt Pt

if Pti Pt•

Substituting (13) into (4) and using (1) obtains

(14)

('5)

E (tar .) = -a* •t-1 fti

Ift (Anti 
. )f2

1
..
t 

Thus, using (13)415) and approximating expected utility by a mean-variance

function obtains

E E[Ui(it]. 4 t Xt-1,1 Pt1(Xt-1,1 fti) Pt fti YOi Xt-1,i

1 2 r c 2 - 2
2 Ili t-1,i a*fti - 2 Lai°Ct-1,i .) 

+ caf.
i.].r 

First-order conditions for expected utility maximization yield

Pt 
(16) 

Pti 10i -  Pct Pti  701 (1)i. fti y=
Yli (t)i. ai ti
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(17) f _ Pt - Pti a* - (1)i a1Xt-1,i .ti h(ai + ca)

where yoi =-70i + = + (1)i. + ad, and qi represents random

changes in processing costs from time to time which are anticipated at the

time processing decisions are made, E(qi) = E(e) = 0. Second-order con-

ditions for a maximum can be shown to hold if yli > 0 and (1)i. > 0.

The Speculator.--Finally, the fourth component of involvement in the

futures market comes strictly from speculation. The utility of income for

speculator i is

ui (iro. ) = U[ (p

and assumes that the speculator has no involvement in the spot market. Thus,

approximating expected utility by a mean-variance function yields

rr,f ) c (Pi cZEUti = E[Mirtin - kvt - rti, Lti

First-order conditions for expected utility maximization imply

(18) 1  ff 2 - Pti (1) a . t
i

and second-order conditions hold if (1)i. > 0.

Using the decision functions in (8), (9), (11), (12), and (16)-(18), the

following section develops a market model by aggregating decisions over indi-

viduals. This is done assuming that basis risk is small compared to overall

spot-market price risk. That is, if 76r is small compared to ai, then

ai + ca = ai since c is not a large constant. With this approximation and
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Then, using (19)-(25), spot-market production supply is

(28). (Qti eti) = a0 al Pt et'iEI

spot-market inventory demand is

(29) It-1 ' 13o 131(Pt pt-1) ECS = 0,

spot-market demand at time t to fill forward contracted commitments at time

t - 1 and supply for the forward contracting market at time t - 1 is

(30) c f
Yo Yi(pt P

)
t' n E(nt) = 01

and futures market excess supply (supply minus demand) is

(31)

where

(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)

(36)

f=z 1 f
-

iI 
t 

+ Z a* +
't - X 4.

t-1 vt,

1*a E0= 
rt- (aiEI

i€I

1

1
Yoi)

= E (e +E.)t1 tl

n = E cY-t
iIc

t 1

r 1
al = s'a

1 P

=
iEI

=E
lelc Iii
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(37) Z = 1 E 1 _ z
iei 41a1 iEI. iElc

1
v =t .EI  vti

The market model is closed by market equilibrium conditions for the three

markets:

(38) It + D + t_i = St + It-1

in the spot market,

(39) Fi-1 = Xi-1

in the processed good/export (forward contracted) market, and

(40) ft = 0

in the futures market. Relationships (26)440) can be used to solve for price

dynamics in both the spot and futures markets as in the following section.

III. Dynamic Price Implications 

This section considers the dynamic behavior of prices implied by the

market model of the previous section. This is done by classifying decision-

makers into four different groups depending on the kind of price expectations

they hold. Since price expectations appear nowhere in equations (24)440)

other than in (31) where they are summed over all decision-makers, this cgroup-

ing can be done without regard to the grouping by the specified trading

activities.
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and

In particular, let

I = set of indexes representing decision-makers with naive price ex-

pectations, 'pi-i = Pt-1'

f = set of indexes representing decision-makers who use the futures

f 1market price for a price expectation, pti = pt,

= set of indexes representing decision-makers who hold adaptive ex-

pectations, pii = ek°4 (1 - 0) ek pi-k-1 E Pt,

= set of indexes representing decision-makers who hold rational ex-

pectations, pti = Ei-1 (Pt),

= set of indexes representing decision-makers with normal expectation,

2
Pti = °'

uI UI U I uI•I,I disjoint.f a r x' n f'

Furthermore, for notational convenience, define

= E
lEI cl)i °I

1

1

= E
Ax i€Ix 

4)* a-
1

1

iEIf ai

=E  1 

iElr ai

=An +X 
+ x

x
,

In this context, one can regard xibt as a share of market behavior due to

each expectation group i = n, f, a, r, x. It is not a share of all decision-

makers holding the respective type of expectation since each individual is

weighted by the inverse of the product of risk aversion and mean-squared error
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of expectation. For example, the naive expectations group may be very large

but contributes little to market behavior because of high risk aversion or a

high mean-squared error associated with its particular form of expectation.

Before solving for price dynamics, matters are simplified by partially

reducing the model. Since Ft_i, Xt_1, and 13. are not observable from standard

data sources, they must be eliminated from the model for empirical purposes.

To do this, use (27), (30), and (39) to find

(41)

where

Thus,

(42)

where

f 1  
(vt_i 

nt)1Y Pt Y1 4. c

" C - yo Yl 
C = = + c*Y1 Yl

Ft-1 = Xt-1 = 0 -

C +Y1 c YO 

Y1 +c
61 cY

f "
t vt-1 nt'

n,
Y1

+ c

This reparameterization is valid with full information since, after elimination

of (27) and (30), the parameters C, c, yo, yi, and the disturbance nt appear

nowhere else. Thus, substituting (42) into (26), (31), and (38) and further

using (31) in (40), the model is

(43) Dt = A - apt - bC0 + bei pt + Ut

(44) S = a +t 0 al Pt 
+ et



(45)

(46)

(47)

where

'e.124 = Co Za*

1t4 = - pt-1)

S
t 
+ I

t-1 -It - Dt =

Air Ait

V
t-1 

= y Vt 
-

- f
Cl. Pt + vt-1

+ Aa + Xr E1(p)
- f + ;

t t- vt

ut = ut - b

To examine price dynamics, use (29) and (35) in (47) to find

(48) • pl = [Ki -I- (XII 4- 01) Ara p + Ar E1(pt) +

where

.= - + al + al + y C

-K1 = yi 7 - Cr ao

Then substitute (43)-(45) into (46) to obtain

f f(49) 01 pt4.1 - Opt - (81 + a) p + aipt_i 4- 2 + ut - et + (1 - b) vt_1 + St - 6t-1 = C

+

where

1 - b) cl;

K2 = A +(1 - b) (yo

Thus, using (48) in (49) obtains
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a - a(50) (kAn - pi + (B2 - 11,(3) Pt-1 + alkaPt+1 13XaPt kXrEt(Pt+1)

F3XrEt- Pt) + K3 + ei(ut 
- e

t 
- ) + aiyvt

~

t-1

where

41,40

+ 6:(1 - b) 
PI;  + - ) t =

= (f3i + a) - 13
2
.

B2 = -

K3 = X-K2 + K1(f31 - 13).

To study the price dynamics in (50), the rational expectations must be

expressed in terms of spot prices. To do this, suppose decision-makers who

hold rational expectations formulate them as though all other decision-makers

were also rational.3 Thus, for the moment, consider X = r so Xn = Xf = Xa =

x 
= 0 and take expectations in (50) at t - 1 using Et-l[Et(Pt+1)] = Et-l(Pt+1)

to obtain

(51) (Pt+i) (B1 + xf3) Et- (

Note that in equation (51),

Et-l(Pt-1) = Pt-1

2 Et-1(pt-1)

+ + [g(1 - b) - '6] -Yli-1(vt-1) li-1(6t-1) = 0.

Et-1(vt-1) = vt_i Et-1(6t-1) = t-1
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That is, Pt_12 vt_1, and St.l. are observed at time t - 1, e.g., vi = (yi C)

• (I:Ft C y 14). Alternatively, advancing equation (50) j time periods and

•taking expectations at time t - 1 obtains

(52) 
X Et (Pt+j+1) (B1 + x13) Et-l(Pt+j) 

4- B2E.t. .. CD--t+j-1) = 0,

= 1, 2, • • • ,

where K3 = 0 follows from the assumption that prices are expressed in devia-

tions from the long-run mean price (i.e., substituting for price expecta-

tions in (52) implies 13 = 0).

Following TUrnovsky, equation (52) can be viewed as a second-order

difference equation which has solution

t 1 +j-1) = Hlrl 112r/ '

where r1 and r are roots of the quadratic equation

(53) • 131Xr2 (Bl xi) r K5 = 0.

= 1, 2 • • •

After some manipulation, one can show

(54) • (iii + xi)2 - 401xics > o

assuming b < 1 and that the law of supply and demand operates in the sense that

aft 

> 

0,

ap
a=

alt'  >0,
apt

apt o
a >pt 
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axt-1 ->0, c 
—aFt1 -   > o.

apt 
apct

Thus, both roots of (53) are real. Furthermore,

xf3 
2131x > •

Thus, one of the roots, say, r2, must be larger than unity and correspond to

diverging expectations. • Ruling out this implausible possibility following the

arguments of Turnovsky (H2 = 0), the solution of (52) is

(55)

where

Et-1(pt+j-1) = H1r3

r 
= 1 {EL + - + X-02 - 081-XB2]1/2} > 0.

The latter inequality follows from B1, B2 > 0 which holds under the conditions

above.

Finally, to solve for rational expectations, use (55) to find

Et_1(ptil) = r Et4Ciat),

then substitute into (Si) and solve for E1(p) recalling that K3 = 0,4

(56)

where

E
t- ) = a*B2Pt-1 

+ es*:;[(1 - b) - ] v -

o* = (B1 - alAr)-1.

4
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Thus, returning to (47), the equation can be transformed for estimable

purposes using (30, (44), and (56),

(57) St + It .= -

- where

(58)
0.4.10

Vt = 
Xr0*Y[X(1 b) -] Yt- Xr *;Zt- vt-1 Vt.

Xf CI Pt + xiba*B2 Pt-i vt

Alternatively, returning to (50) and again considering Xr < A, an estim-

able dynamic spot-price equation is obtained by substituting (56):

(59)

where

(60)

(61)

(62)

and

a
Pt = al Pt-1 a2 Pt vt

al = Bs(aXII + aX r13* B2 -

a2 = B3Xa(a1

B3 = ln{0 [X + a(1 - + gr $* B2] - 11
-1

vt = B301.141 xrPx
(63)

AI AP AI

- (a2tx x)

1 - b) - xra*T3] vt - 71,[(1 - b) - i] [1 + -Bxra*3 vt-1

+ (ixra* ) - 6.(1 - b) - - et)).

In addition to the estimable equation for spot-market price in (59), one can

also consider an estimable futures market price equation by substituting (56)

into (48),
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(64)

where

(65)

(66)

(67)

a
Pt = 130 bl Pt-1 Pt +

-100 7 C: - -

--
b1 

1 
= (xn + 1 + Ara* B2)

(68) wt = i'4{;41 + Xralt-X(1 -

--1b2 = Xa

xra*131 vt-i nt .st xra*x6t- 1.

With these results, one obtains several alternative five-equation systems

that can be used for estimation. For example, one is given by (43), (44),

(45) (46), and (51), another is given by (43), (44), (45), (59), and (64).
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Footnotes 

*Richard E. Just is professor and Gordon C. Rausser is professor and

chairman of the Department of Agricultural and Resource Economics University

of California, Berkeley, California. Note that senior authorship is not

assigned.

'The case of futures market expectations is interesting since it is the

one case in the micro decision equations of section I where producers,

storers, and forward contractors do not hedge their spot-market behavior.

Many producers, for example, are observed in reality not to hedge their spot-

market decision. The micro model suggests that such behavior is optimal with

'futures market expectations and that spot-market decisions are based on

futures prices even though the decision-makers do not hedge to transfer risk

and avail themselves of the futures price.

21-lere we assume without loss of generality that all prices are repre-

sented as deviations from the long-run average spot-market price.

• kational expectations with knowledge of all other decision-maker ex-

pectation mechanisms could also be considered, but such an assumption seems

unrealistic and greatly complicates the algebra.

4Note that one cannot simply set Hi = p as TUrnovsky does since

pt..1 is a realization and not an expectation; it contains some current

random disturbances that may not be involved in future expectations.
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